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ACCESSORY

Ex.: 1+1 Breda - 8 scooters capacity
Customizables Sides

*MOQ 10 units

AnchoredCustomizable printed aluminum 
plate (QR, etc).

Structure

Color

Sides

BREDA scooter rack

4 scooters

MODULAR CUSTOMIZABLE

DETAILS

742 mm

510 mm
1457 mm

22 kg
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Scooters held stable on rack 
using handlebar rotation.

manufactured by
Cervic Environment 

OUTDOOR

This datasheet invalidates the previous datasheets regarding this product. The technical characteristics and materials of this product may change due to improvements without prior notice.
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 - Scooter rack able to accommodate large electric scooters such as rental versions.

 - 4 scooter parks per rack. 

 - Optional: the design of the sides is customizable for orders over 10 pieces.

 - Valid for scooters with a maximum mast width of 75 mm and with different mast formats, both cylindrical and oval.
 - Scooters held stable on rack using handlebar rotation.

 - Modular: they can be installed side by side in line (as many as needed), forming large parking areas.
 - The hostings  incorporate rubber protection around their perimeter, to avoid damage due to friction on the 
scooter's mast.

 - Accessory: Customizable printed aluminum plate (QR, etc).
 - Made of galvanized steel 1.5, 2 mm and 3 mm thick.
 - Finished with thermosetting polyester resin powder coating.
 - It is freestanding as very stable, which allows the use of the rack without anchoring it to the ground. (Includes 
rubber feet),

 - Can be anchored to the ground by 2 M8 expansion bolts (Included).
 - Guaranteed reliability: this product has satisfactorily exceeded functionality and endurance tests under real 
environmental and usage conditions.
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 BREDA scooter rack
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MODEL CODE

Reference

Reference

Description

Description

Breda Scooter rack standard

Customizable printed aluminum plate

Customizable printed aluminum plate example

Breda Scooter rack customized (customized sides)
*MOQ 10 units.

MPCU771

MPCU77AC1

PACKAGING AND LOGISTIC DETAILS

A

H

L

Breda scooter rack shrink-wrapped12 284 kg 2,88 m31800 800 2000

u. / pallet Type of packaging
Pallet dimensions mm*

VolumeDescription

Packaging details with pallet

To process all your order, you must choose the corresponding model code.
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ACCESSORY

BREDA scooter rack

MPCU772
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*

EXTRA FINISHES (TO IMPROVE CORROSION RESISTANCE)

*Depends on request. MOQ required

Extreme finishing Additional Extreme Treatment Anticorrosive Primer Zinc Rich (for products made from galvanized steel)
That meets the requirements of a corrosion class C5 I according to DIN EN ISO 12944

Reference DescriptionExtra Finishes

XT

*The logistic could be changed in case of the loading of different products in the same pallet.

In case of full containers, trailers or trucks, ask for logistic optimization.

Pallet 

weightLength Width Height
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 BREDA scooter rack

4 scooters

Materials
 - Galvanized steel

Weight
 - Breda scooter rack: 22 kg

Finish
 - Thermo-heating polyester powder coating finish. 

Anchorage

 - 2 M8 expanding bolts (included)
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